"Pinehurst No. 8 is the first course ever established with Penn G-2. The greens continue to be excellent."
Jeff Hill, CGCS, Superintendent
Pinehurst No. 8

"Our members and guests enjoy superior conditions on a daily basis."
Paul Jett, CGCS, Superintendent
Pinehurst No. 2

"Penn G-2 allows us to have excellent putting green quality throughout the season."
Kyle Brown, Superintendent
Pinehurst No. 1 and Pinehurst No. 4

"Penn G-2 is a great variety to manage in our challenging climate."
Steve Wilson, Superintendent
Pinehurst No. 3 and Pinehurst No. 5

1995 - Course No. 8 1996 - Course No. 2 1997 - Course No. 1 1998 - Course No. 5 1999 - Course No. 4 2002 - Course No. 7 2003 - Course No. 3 2004 - Course No. 6

G2 + 8 = Pinehurst

"Our first experience with Penn G-2 came in 1993. We liked its density, ability to withstand wear and most importantly its ability to provide championship quality putting surfaces throughout the season. All eight courses have had great success as the site for a number of events, including the 1999 and 2005 U.S. OPEN Championships on Pinehurst #2. We are very pleased with the decision we made."
- Bob Farren, CGCS, Golf Course and Grounds Manager
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THE DOCTOR IS IN
A social scientist and demographer discusses keys to operating a successful facility.

MAKING MUNIS WORK
Superintendents share their successes and difficulties working at municipal golf courses.

ROLL AWAY... TO FASTER GREEN SPEED
Researchers and superintendents extol the benefits of using rollers.

SPOON-FEED YOUR TURF
While it might not take the place of traditional fertilizer applications, fertigation allows superintendents to be effective and have more control.

CHANGE WITH THE TIMES
Facilities implement strategies to reflect market conditions.

BUILD UP A CAREER
Superintendents need versatility, optimism and business savvy to succeed.

SUPERINTENDENT'S DREAM TURNS INTO REALITY
Kyle Evans operates Belgrade Lakes Golf Club a little differently than many others would.

PREPARING FOR THE FUTURE
Turfgrass students and graduates receive advice from superintendents during a career-minded program.

GIVING BACK
Companies and individuals raise and donate money for charities unrelated to golf.

SECURING THE FUTURE
A construction team restores a stream and rebuilds an entire course in Pennsylvania.

AN ONGOING BATTLE
A superintendent in New Mexico experiments with wetting agents to combat localized dry spot.

MORE THAN ONE USE
Wetting agents contest localized dry spot and wet turf while reducing labor for a superintendent in Indiana.
The "TARGET System" makes the Best Golf Holes in the World!

Over 1½ Million TARGETS sold to Golf Courses in North America, Asia, Africa and Europe.

- **TARGET RINGS:**
  - Dramatically improve the hole's visibility.
  - Eliminates the need for most pin-tending.
  - Increases Course capacity by 10 to 15% by increasing speed of play on the greens
  - Seals in moisture for exposed grass roots.
  - Stabilizes the edge of golf holes at 4-1/4".

- **TARGET CUP SETTERS:**
  - Lower step plate and center of gravity to improve compaction around the golf hole.
  - Designed to insert both the TARGET and CUP into the hole with one quick step-on.
  - Designed to eliminate the TARGET from binding onto the shank of the Cup-Setter.

- **TARGET CUPS:**
  - Manufactured from a white and very high impact plastic that never needs repainting.
  - The flat top provides a firm seating for the TARGET and protects it from ejection by Golfers using putters to flip-out their ball.

- **TARGET RINGS:**
  - Dramatically improve the hole's visibility.
  - Eliminates the need for most pin-tending.
  - Increases Course capacity by 10 to 15% by increasing speed of play on the greens
  - Seals in moisture for exposed grass roots.
  - Stabilizes the edge of golf holes at 4-1/4”.

- **TARGET CUPS:**
  - Manufactured from a white and very high impact plastic that never needs repainting.
  - The flat top provides a firm seating for the TARGET and protects it from ejection by Golfers using putters to flip-out their ball.

With all this beauty, why have ugly golf holes?

"The best golfers in the world deserve the best golf holes in the world and that is a golf hole with a TARGET in it."
- Dave Pelz
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### VISIT US ONLINE – www.golfcourseindustry.com

**LIVING THE DREAM**
As a golf course superintendent, Dieumerite Etienne has been given the ultimate chance to succeed.

**NEW LINKS**
Developer David Southworth's first Scottish project is taking shape near St. Andrews.

**ONLINE POLL: BUYING USED**
Do you purchase used mowers regularly? Visit the GCI home page to vote in this online poll.

**DIGITAL LIBRARY**
You can view last year's digital issues of Golf Course Industry any time you want on DVD. The digital library contains all the 2006 issues on one disc. The DVD is available at the online bookstore – www.golfcourseindustry.com/store.

### EDITORIAL MISSION STATEMENT:
Golf Course Industry reports on and analyzes the business of maintaining golf courses, as well as the broader business of golf course management. This includes three main areas: agronomy, business management and career development as it relates to golf course superintendents and those managers responsible for maintaining a golf course as an important asset. Golf Course Industry shows superintendents what's possible, helps them understand why it's important and tells them how to take the next step.
THE NEXT GENERATION

In politics, issues are framed frequently in terms of what life is going to be like for our grandchildren and their children. What condition are we going to leave the earth in? How much debt will the country have generations from now? Politicians use the feel-good image of children to push policies they want to implement now. Genuine or not, politicians say they’re concerned about future generations.

What’s more genuine is the golf course maintenance industry’s concern for its future. Turfgrass professors, superintendents and manufacturers invest a lot of time, effort and money to educate turfgrass students and young assistants about the business of golf course management. The goal is simple: continue to elevate the profession and industry and see them thrive in the future.

Two examples of support for the industry’s future come to mind: Jacobsen’s Future Turf Managers Seminar and Bayer Environmental Science’s and John Deere’s GreenStart Academy. These companies understand the value of investing in young people because students and assistants will be their customers and leaders of tomorrow.

It’s remarkable to see the enthusiasm and determination of these students and assistants who seem to have clear career paths mapped out in their heads. They thirst for knowledge and soak up every bit of information superintendents, suppliers and professors impart. It’s marvelous to see them dissecting the information presented to them and forming opinions and theories.

One consistent message superintendents convey to students and assistants at these events is success in the industry doesn’t come quickly or easily. It requires personal sacrifice and takes more time than it did a generation ago. At first, this message might seem depressing, but the best and brightest among the attendees seem to understand and accept the challenges laid before them. They don’t balk at the difficult path they face because they’re intelligent, hard-working people who are determined to succeed.

Events such as these might be just as important to a young person’s future as any course of study or internship. Students and assistants network with peers and mentors alike to build relationships that will help them advance their careers. Armed with information, advice and relationships, students and assistants can weave a path of success more easily than those without these experiences.

As superintendents, it’s part of your job to be mentors to students and assistants so they’ll be prepared to lead the industry when the time comes. Hopefully, you have an active internship program in which you’re influencing the lives and careers of future superintendents. Think about your career and the decisions you’ve made, about the things you would’ve done differently. Share these experiences with students and assistants. Contribute to their education outside the classroom. Make them the best they can be by imparting your wisdom.

If you’re a manufacturer who isn’t involved with a program for mentoring and educating students and assistants, think about starting one. There are plenty of quality students and assistants who are worth the investment.

Professors and universities should be marketing to and encouraging graduates to think about continuing their education to become the next generation of professors. Someone has to teach future turfgrass students once this generation of professors retires. Besides, not every turfgrass graduate will become a superintendent.

The industry does an estimable job of investing in its future and should be proud of its efforts. Even with taut budgets, it should continue to do so.
Easy? It’s True!

Now the best and most complete True Foliar® Nutrition is also the easiest to use!

Best
- True Foliar® efficiency
- Controlled growth
- Reduced thatch accumulation
- Increased root mass and stress tolerance
- Proven by research and results

Easiest
- Tank Mix Easy™
- Compatible with PGRs and fungicides
- Includes seaplant extract, amino acids, fulvic acid, and vitamins

Milliken’s Tank Mix Easy™ methodology helps you design a complete True Foliar® Nutrition program to your specifications using whole jugs only. So, there’s no measuring and no waste. Ordering, storage, and jug disposal are easier...and say goodbye to partial jugs sitting on your shelf. Tank Mix Easy™ saves time and money and helps prevents errors and waste.

Ask for your copy of Keeping it Green.

Also from Milliken: Blazon Green is your perfect summertime spray pattern indicator. Blazon is the only, truly non-staining marker available, because it’s not a dye. Why not go Green? Ask your local distributor about it today.

www.millikenturf.com (800) 845-8502
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Environment spotlight
Thanks for the recent article “On the greener side” in Golf Course Industry (March, page 42). I know it means a great deal to our members to be highlighted for their dedication and hard work. Pat Blum at Colonial Acres, Tim Powers at Crystal Springs, Dave Phipps at Stone Creek, and Drew Cummins at Red Tail Golf Club deserve to be in the limelight. Thanks for keeping the good work of environmental stewards at the forefront of your readers.
Jean Mackay
Director of education and communications
Audubon International
Selkirk, N.Y.

Good pay
After reading Jim McLoughlin’s “Club management options” column (March, page 26), I’m not sure I agree entirely with his premise that contract management doesn’t attract the better superintendents or pay well.

I’ve been working with the top agronomic officers from the nation’s largest multiscourse companies for several years. I haven’t met many brighter, better paid, more confident superintendent leaders in other golf circles. These guys/gals aren’t visible in GCSAA activities or outside their companies because they’re too busy, but they’re terrific agronomically and as business people. They have a good handle on the return on investment of everything they’re doing on the golf course. They’re not just spenders but recognize they and their teammates have to have ownership of the bottom line of club operations. The superintendents of these companies are learning it doesn’t always make sense to improve maintenance conditions beyond what’s economically sensible. I’m not sure that’s easily learned.

So, perhaps at the lowest level of these corporations, superintendents aren’t necessarily the highest earners, but most of the multiscourse company c.e.o.s will let you know superintendents are their most valuable commodity, and they’re paying them well. Most importantly, one can move up the ladder if they’re good and wishes to move up without the trauma of having to find a new employer.

The happy medium between the committee system, general manager system and contract maintenance is golf course maintenance contracting managed by a strong general manager.

This brings all parties back into the game, yet lends expertise to an area not well understood by most g.m.s or club committees.

Ted Horton, CGCS, CIA
Ted Horton Consulting
Canyon Lake, Calif.

Association politics
Jim McLoughlin’s column (“A two-year presidency,” April, page 24) makes too much sense. For years, I’ve asked why GCSAA members are funding travel expenses for the board. Superintendents fight for every penny and justify their spending down to the dwindling dollar. Steve Mona is the figurehead of the association and has done an amazing job in his tenure. However, he’s a paid employee of the GCSAA and should attend those functions as our c.e.o. and lobbyist in the field. The trips for the board, and sometimes their spouses, seem fiscally extreme. This is one of several reasons why some superintendents won’t join the association. They might have a valid point. This isn’t a completely outrageous perk considering the amount of time board members spend away from their jobs and families. Unfortunately, in this day and age, perception is reality.

Also, look at the committees. The GCSAA tells the “no name” superintendents, in the interest of having better representation, they can be on a committee only every other year at the most. That’s fair, and I, as many, have accepted that. What isn’t consistent is when a high-profile superintendent is allowed to stay on a committee year after year with no rotation off unless he asks not to be added. I make a logical plea to the GCSAA management team that the high-profile superintendent is no better than the superintendent at a nine-hole course in Anytown, USA, who works his ass to the bone on a small budget and has to be creative and imaginative on his own. Because this type of superintendent is using his head and instincts for survival not publicity, he might have better ideas for the middle-of-the-road guys that aren’t in same monetary league as the big clubs. Every superintendent deserves any accolades he/she gets because of all the monsters, real or imaginative, they face daily.

Joseph Hubbard, CGCS
Director of golf maintenance
Broken Sound Club
Boca Raton, Fla.
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Liquid Fence® animal repellents.

From the nation's number-one selling Deer & Rabbit Repellent to guaranteed effective Mole & Vole and Goose Repellents - Liquid Fence products will do for you what they've done for millions of satisfied customers... really work!
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NEWS ANALYSIS

A job well done

All the prep work has long been finished and the media spotlight no longer shines on Oakmont (Pa.) Country Club. After hosting the U.S. Open for the eighth time, the course is healing and members are back to playing on their 104-year-old course.

John Zimmers, the club’s grounds superintendent, is back to his staff of about 40. During the week of the U.S. Open, he had about 160 volunteers help him and his staff prepare and maintain the course. Volunteers included golf course superintendents, assistant superintendents (including all of Zimmers’ former assistants), friends of Zimmers and vendors.

Zimmers, who has been at the club eight years, plotted the work for everyone on a spreadsheet to determine how many people he needed to work on the course. For example, Zimmers figured he needed 20 people on bunker detail on both the front and back nine because there are 210 bunkers on the course.

Paul R. Latshaw, a mentor to Zimmers, was one of the volunteers on hand to help. “He spent a lot of time here,” Zimmers says. “He was there for support and at times would do inspections and give advice if I was tied up. He followed up on things for me. He helped more with the agronomic aspect of things. He asked me what I thought we needed to do to get where we needed to be. Most of the time you know the answer, but it’s nice to ask someone who’s been through it before.”

Ninety-nine percent of the volunteers arrived the Sunday afternoon before the Open, Zimmers says. He and the volunteers reviewed everything to make sure everyone’s role was understood. Then, that evening, they went out on the course to practice.

“Volunteering isn’t necessarily a glamorous job. Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday before the Open, some volunteers just pushed rotary mowers all day,” Zimmers says. “Volunteering is great exposure for them.”